and no monographs on these components of the hunting complex have been published so far. The author describes and culturally classifies these objects used for maritime hunting.
Chapter 1 deals with the repeating lance. This appears to be the first detailed description of the weapon in the literature; it is seldom mentioned in the ethnographic literature. The design of the repeating lance is transitional between that of a lance and a harpoon, blending characteristics of both weapons. The author assumes that it evolved under environmental and economic pressures peculiar to the region (p. 67). The repeating lance is limited to the American coast of the Bering Sea and the islands. The author states that the repeating lance is used from a kayak against big seals and whales, and its main feature is the removable and replaceable point. Its design enabled the hunter sitting in a kayak to fire several points into the animal (p. 11).
In examining the museum specimens, the author was able to analyse critically the work and interpretations of other authors. On a number of occasions new conclusions were reached, for example in the interpretation of shaft lacing (p. 32). Thus, the book makes an important contribution to the knowledge of the material equipment of the western Inuit.
Chapter 2 deals with harpoons, bird spears, and spear throwers under the heading of light throwing weapons. Inconsistencies in the book appear in this chapter. Spear throwers are not throwing weapons but merely devices that support the throw (Hirschberg and Janata, 1980) . So, also, there are problems with the terminology of light throwing weapons where the reader expects a corresponding discussion on heavy throwing weapons. Other difficulties exist with respect to harpoons, and while these problems may appear trivial, it is important in a book such as this that the organization be clear and direct, especially in dealing with material equipment.
While the book is very well written, an important error appears in terminology when the author refers repeatedly to material culture. This term is now outdated, and it should be replaced with that of material equipment. Culture is a permanent and mutual interreaction of all cultural domains, and the continued use of the term material culture is no longer appropriate. With the formal term material culture a demarcation is implicit with regard to social structure, ideology. and economic conditions on the one hand and material articles on the other. This is not justified since material articles are designed and used in social circumstances and in the context of ritual and daily life (Schlatter, 1985) .
Chapter 3, the kayak, is outstanding. The author is very well informed on all the relevant literature and presents technical details and definitions very thoroughly. The kayak is described comprehensively and is discussed under headings of existing documentation, measures, forms, scaffold, hull of the boat (seams and tension), superstructures, paddles, paintings, condition, application, origin, and age. In the same way, the author deals with the design of kayaks extensively. He notes the large number of designs: many are on display in museums, and there are many more in storage not generally available for examination (p. 41). These studies led the author to question the hypothesis of McGhee (1974) , who postulated a cultural affiliation between the Inuit of Norton Sound and those of the Mackenzie Delta.
The information in this book will be of good value to museum scientists and students engaged in the study of material equipment of the Inuit.
